
 

 

 

Call for participation - Contemporary Ethnography and Traditional 
performance, University of Chester, July 13-14, 2012 
 
Contemporary Ethnography and Traditional Performance revisits the meetings of folklore, 

anthropology and the performing arts that formed a foundation for performance studies. In revisiting 
the territory of the performance orientation in folkloristics and between theatre and anthropology the 

conference invites you to look for present trends in performance ethnography.  One of these may be 
the highlighting of embodied, affective and sensory ethnography which privileges encounters between 

ethnographer, participants and practices as key to understanding and knowledge -  whether or not 

this is regarded as ‘practice-as-research’.  Another is the extent to which individuals are shaped by 
their engagement with ethnographic practice in the midst of the migration, diffusion, revival, 

appropriation and commodification of traditional performance.  
 

In discussing wide ranging ethnographic material from Canada, England, New Zealand, Philippines 

Scotland, and Spain we consider the changes in ethnographic practice that serve our shifting 
understanding of traditional performance.  

 

Contemporary Ethnography and Traditional Performance conference schedule: 

Friday 13 July 

4-5.00pm: Registration & Tea 

5.00-5.15pm: Introductory note (Professor Peter Harrop, Performing Arts, University of Chester, UK) 

5.15 – 6.30pm: Keynote One: Dr Ann David (Dance Studies, University of Roehampton, UK): Ways of 

moving and thinking: the emplaced body as a tool for ethnographic research. Keynote Two: Professor 

Paul Smith (Department of Folklore, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada): None of this was 

planned, it just happened!  

7pm: Dinner 

Saturday 14 July 

9.00: Tea/Coffee and Registration 

9.30: Panel I 

Keynote Three: Professor Jane Bacon (Dance, University of Chichester, UK): (My) Dialogic and 

dichotomous performance studies. Dr Dunja Njaradi (Performing Arts, University of Chester, UK): 

What is my discipline? Folklore, anthropology, performance studies, dance studies… and why it does 

(not) matter. Karen Quigley (Performing Arts, University of Chester, UK): Me, Myself and Performance 

Studies: A personal ethnography. 

11.00: Coffee/Tea 

11.20: Panel II 

Professor Peter Harrop (Performing Arts, University of Chester, UK): Long ethnography: Looking for 

something for forty years. Professor Paul Smith (Department of Folklore, Memorial University of 

Newfoundland, Canada): a multimedia ‘show and tell’ ‘Any Mummers allowed in?’ The 

commodification of Christmas Mumming traditions in Newfoundland.  



 

 

1pm: Lunch 

2.15: Panel III 

Dr Mark Hamilton and Leigh Tredger (Regents College, London, UK): Extraordinary Renditions: 

Evaluating Intercultural Practice-based Performance Research.  Ben Power (University of California, 

San Diego, USA): The instrument maker in the moment of performance: Hamish Moore and the 

Scottish Smallpipes Revival. Alejandro Postigo Gomez (Central School of Speech and Drama, London, 

UK): Interculturally adapting Copla. Dr Declan Patrick (Fighting Fit Productions): The performance of 

the Filipino 'exotic’: interculturality and authenticity in the UK. 

4pm: Coffee/Tea 

4.15: Plenary 

4.45: Close 

Registration and costs 

The conference will take place at the main campus of the University of Chester situated on Parkgate 

Road approximately one mile from the city centre. En-suite university accommodation is available – 

see below:   

Conference charges:  

Full conference package (Friday keynotes and conference dinner/Saturday symposium, lunch and 

refreshments/Friday and Saturday B&B nb Saturday dinner not included): £105 

Full conference package (as above but B&B Friday night only): £75 

Conference package without B&B (Friday key notes and conference dinner/Saturday symposium, 

lunch and refreshments): £40 

Conference package Saturday symposium with lunch and refreshments: £25 

Registration from 4pm on Friday 13th, conference introduction at 5pm.  

Registration from 9am on Saturday 14th, first panel at 9.30am. 

Conference closes at 4.45pm on Saturday 14th. 

Attendance should be confirmed in advance by contacting Monika Liddell 

By e-mail: m.liddell@chester.ac.uk 

By phone: 01244 (51)5855 
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